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Introduction 

 

One of the items that came into my custody when I took over the library of the 

British Chess Problem Society was a scrapbook containing all the published 

compositions of the late G. W. Chandler.  Guy Wills Chandler (1889-1980) had 

been a leading figure within the BCPS for half a lifetime;  secretary and treasurer 

from 1952 until his final illness (having also filled one or other of these posts from 

1919 until 1932), distributor of the magazine, seller to new enthusiasts of books 

and magazines given or bequeathed to the society, he was the new member’s first 

point of contact, and a most excellent ambassador he was.  Letters were answered 

by return of post, in that remarkably neat handwriting which deteriorated not at all 

until shortly before the end (I used to carry a sample around with me and invite 

people to guess the age of the writer);  books and magazines which he knew would 

interest particular members were offered as soon as they came to hand (I owe my 

set of Fairy Chess Review and the kernel of my endgame study library to him, 

despite the fact that endgame studies interested him little and fairy chess not at 

all).  Since his death, the work that he did has been divided among four different 

people, and even then it has not always been easy to find volunteers. 

He was also a fine composer, a craftsman, whose entertaining and well-

constructed problems were always singled out for attention by discriminating 

solvers.  There have accordingly been several suggestions over the years that the 

problems in the scrapbook should be published as a collected edition, and I under-

stand that the balance of the “Chandler Memorial Fund” which has appeared on 

the society’s balance sheet for many years has been earmarked for this purpose.  

However, additional funding will have to be obtained if an adequate job is to be 

done, and the project still appears to be some time from fruition.  I have therefore 

produced this small selection as a private tribute, knowing that it will give pleasure 

to its readers and hoping that it will do at least something to honour his memory. 

I do not expect this booklet to circulate significantly outside the problem 

community (a volume so thin cannot be provided with a proper spine, so no high-

street bookshop can be expected to stock it) but Chandler’s work is eminently 

accessible to the non-specialist and any mainstream player into whose hands it 

may come can be expected to enjoy it.  I have therefore used the contemporary 

player’s “N” for knight instead of the problemist’s “S”, and have taken space to 

explain the few pieces of problem jargon whose use I have found necessary.           

I hope my problemist readers will excuse this.  Chandler was always concerned to 

gain new enthusiasts for our hobby, and I think a tribute to him should be in a form 

which will further this aim. 

 

Harpenden, Herts, July 1997. 



 

G. W. CHANDLER 

 

Chandler as composer 

 

As recorded in his scrapbook, Chandler’s composing career covered three periods:  

from 1906 until 1919 with a couple of joint compositions in 1921, from 1941 to 

1963 with a single joint composition in 1968, and from 1971 onwards.  The first 

period produced 73 problems (52 two-movers, 21 three-movers), the second        

51 (45 in two moves, 6 in three), and the third 15 (12 in two, 3 in three).               

He composed no four-move or longer problems, and nothing apart from orthodox 

direct mates:  no selfmates, no fairy chess, no joke problems. 

Apart from a few early works, his two-movers were in what became known as 

the “Good Companions” style.  Typically, White’s first move creates a threat, and 

Black can parry this threat only by obstructing himself and allowing another mate 

instead.  They were always provided with the best key that could be found (often 

the key was the raison d’être of the problem), and they embodied a fair amount of 

variety.  One of Chandler’s principles was that the White men in a multi-variation 

problem should alternate mating and guard duty, and this undoubtedly enriches his 

problems;  it is always pleasant when a piece whose sole purpose appears to be to 

guard a square in the Black king’s field suddenly finds itself called on to give a 

crucial mate.  Chandler set no task records, but his problems were always polished 

and well-mannered:  a good key, a clear theme, perhaps a little byplay, and 

multiple uses for the White men wherever possible.  They were, and remain, an 

excellent advertisement for our craft. 

Their originality is less easy to assess.  A judge’s comment on problem 1 in 

this selection refers to “many pretty points : none of them especially fresh, yet 

combined in a single problem they gather merit.”  This was written as far back as 

1909, and by 1979 the corpus of published work was vastly greater.  One of his 

most striking problems was subsequently found to have been anticipated many 

years before, and I shall not be surprised if the same is true of many of the 

problems I have quoted here.  Yet not everything which “must surely have been 

done already” in fact has been.  In 1994, Paul Michelet sent me a delightful little 

double-underpromotion problem for the British Chess Magazine (wKg4, Bf8, 

Pe6/f7/h7, bKg6, mate in three by 1 h8B Kh7 2 Bfg7 Kg6 3 f8N) with an 

apologetic letter to the effect that it could hardly be original.  I agreed, and set it 

aside;  but as a matter of routine I wrote to Eugene Albert, who has an indexed 

collection including problems of this type, and received the surprising reply that he 

could find nothing apart from a two-mover and a five-mover both of which 

appeared to be significantly different.  So I apologized to Paul and published the 

problem at the next available opportunity, and I have still to hear of a predecessor. 

These remarks cover the two-movers both in Chandler’s early period and from 

1941 until 1958.  The 1960s showed a fall in quality.  There were a few problems 

based on good keys and little else;  they found homes in newspaper columns and 

will certainly have entertained the readers thereof, but they had no great depth and 
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I have quoted none of them here.  There was a series of technical essays in which 

the complete removal of a free Black queen would allow several different mates 

but each of its actual moves only allows one;  one of them even received a first 

honourable mention in a BCF tourney, but they were dreary things and again none 

appears here.  And there was another series of essays in which an apparently 

important man has in fact to be got out of the way and no use is made of it in the 

subsequent proceedings.  On the face of it, this is an entirely legitimate 

compositional idea, but the actual problems are disappointing and the theme 

appears to require more than two moves for its full effect.  (A classic example was 

published by Auguste d’Orville in 1842:  wRb3, Nd5/e6, Pb2, bKa4, Nb5, mate in 

four.  It is natural to expect the White rook to play a major part in the proceedings, 

but in fact it is merely an obstacle, and if we get rid of it by 1 Rb4+ Ka5 2 Ra4+ 

Kxa4 we then have a simple mate in two.)  I originally shortlisted one of these 

problems in order to illustrate the series, but it was so far short of Chandler’s best 

work that I eventually decided to omit it. 

One might have expected the matter to end here, but early in 1971 there was a 

postal strike, and the enforced holiday from BCPS administrative work gave 

Chandler an opportunity to get out his board again.  This was to spark off some-

thing of an Indian summer, and some fine problems date from this final decade.  

They were generally reworkings of old ideas and anticipation took a toll, but they 

were deservedly well received by solvers.  If the mind slows with age, the skills it 

has acquired remain as long as bodily health can support them. 

Such were the two-movers.  There are 21 in this selection, six from 1909-18, 

nine from 1945-58, and six from 1971 onwards. 

Chandler’s three-movers were in quite a different style.  Apart from an early 

single-line problem based on the “Indian” theme (a White man retreats so that 

another man can cut its line, allowing the Black king to move on to this line),      

all but the last three were in the “Bohemian” style in which the interest lies in        

a blend of “model mates” in different varations, and even the early Indian problem 

ended in a model mate.  (A “pure” mate is one in which each square in the Black 

king’s field is barred to him in only one way, either by being occupied by a Black 

man or by being guarded by a single White man, and an “economical” mate is one 

in which all the White men apart perhaps from the king and the pawns take part;    

a “model” mate is both pure and economical.  One concession is permitted, though 

few of Chandler’s problems take advantage of it:  the pinning of a Black man in 

the king’s field does not count as an offence against purity, even though this 

square is necessarily guarded as well as blocked.) 

By Bohemian standards, most of these problems were competent without 

being outstanding.  It is easy for a Bohemian problem to become a mere shapeless 

agglomeration of pretty mates, and the Chandler principle that the pieces should 

alternate mating and guard duty does nothing to combat this shapelessness.  There 

are in fact two ways in which it can be avoided:  by echoing similar mates in 

different variations, which conflicts with the principle that mating and guard duty 

should alternate, or by linking the variations strategically.  The latter is not easily   
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done, but Chandler composed three examples based on half-pins (two men shield 

the Black king from a White rook, so that if either moves away the other is left 

pinned) and I have included two of them.  The third is less satisfactory because the 

purity of one of the thematic mates depends on the artificial obstruction of a White 

bishop’s line by a White pawn, but there are not many such problems in existence 

and I give it here for the record:  1Bb5, 4Nn1r, 3P4, Q1N1pp1R, 2pk4, 3P4, 5P2, 

1K6, mate in three by 1 Qb6 (threat 2 Na4+/Ne4+ Kxd3 3 Qe3) with thematic 

lines 1...e4 2 Nc6+ Kd5 3 dxe4 and 1...f4 2 Qb2+ Kxc5 3 d4 (Glasgow Herald, 21 

August 1953).  Chandler was not quite the first to apply this theme to model-mate 

three-movers (his first appeared in 1919 and there had been a beautiful example by 

Ladislav Knotek in 1918) but he was one of the pioneers. 

There remain the last three three-movers.  Chandler had composed none but 

Bohemian three-movers since 1906, and none at all since 1954 apart from a joint 

work with T. C. D. Ricketts.  Suddenly, in his very late eighties, he abandoned the 

Bohemian style and embarked on a series of non-model-mate three-movers, three 

of which found fruition in print.  They fell well short of the standards of his best 

work, but each had a touch of character and they were well liked by solvers.     

This last factor has decided me to include all three of them, but one wonders what 

he might have achieved had he taken up this style forty years earlier. 

 

Chandler and the “modern” chess problem 

 

Chandler was an unrepentant traditionalist.  The chess problem, like other fields of 

human creative endeavour, has had its “modernist” movements, and for much the 

same reason:  composers have found it impossible to create work of sufficient 

originality within the accepted framework, and have sought to expand the bounds 

of the field by rejecting a constraint hitherto regarded as fundamental.  In music, 

this constraint was imposed by the rules of harmony and consonance;  in the visual 

arts, by the requirement that a painting or sculpture should be a recognizable 

representation of what it purported to portray.  The world of the chess problem in 

the twentieth century has seen two such rejections:  of hitherto conventional ideas 

regarding the quality of the key move and the variation play, and (less obviously 

but more fundamentally) of the conventional solving process itself. 

Chandler had no time for these developments.  He said so, repeatedly, 

unchangingly, sometimes abrasively;  he was not too well liked by some of those 

who held different views.  Much of the controversy concerned a small number of 

problems in which the unconventional nature of the key or play was unusually 

marked, and no time need be spent on these here;  in the last resort, opinions 

regarding quality, however deeply and sincerely felt, are matters of personal taste.  

It is otherwise in respect of the solving process. 

A classical solver, faced with a chess problem, tries to solve it.  He hopes that 

the solution will contain something of interest to reward him for his labour and if it 

doesn’t he will avoid problems by that composer in future, but he doesn’t expect to 

find anything of value elsewhere.  He is not greatly interested in set play;  he will   
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certainly look to see whether apparently strong Black moves have set replies in the 

diagram, but he is interested in the moves which don’t have set replies and not in 

those which do.  (Even if he does find some attractive set play, he is less likely to 

be hypnotized by it than composers imagine;  having found a Black move which 

needs attention, he will concentrate on providing for it or preventing it, and if this 

involves finding a new answer to a move to which there was a set reply he will 

shrug his shoulders and look for one.)  If a lucky guess, “wouldn’t it be nice if,” 

hits on the key straight away, he will be pleased;  if he spends a long time on a 

problem only to find that the key is a move so crude that he has been unwilling to 

consider it, he will be disgusted.  He takes no interest in “tries”, except perhaps to 

see why an obviously tempting move or one apparently equivalent to the solution 

does not in fact work;  this apart, he regards them simply as wrong moves, and his 

sole concern is to avoid wasting time on them.  And he is not in the least interested 

in a change of play between try and solution.  “A try is a move which doesn’t 

work,” he will say, “of course it leads to different play from one which does;  

what’s remarkable about that?” 

All this describes the kind of solver for whom Chandler, like every other 

traditional composer, produced his problems. 

The modern composer makes quite different demands.  Listen to John Rice, 

who has been as staunch a defender of the modern viewpoint as Chandler was of 

the traditional, writing in his book Chess Wizardry (1996).  After discussing the 

finding of the key and the variations, he continues: 

“The discovery of the key and the variation play will be sufficient for 

those taking part in solving championships to gain whatever points are on 

offer.  But a full appreciation of a chess problem as a work of art demands 

more than this.  If you find what you take to be the key after a few 

seconds’ search, don’t stop there.  Consider every variation, in itself and 

in its relationship to other variations.  You might be dealing with an 

example of reciprocal or cyclic play, where the pattern of defences or 

mates or both is all-important.  Or you might even have been deceived by 

a try.  Ideally, a try should be defeated by as obscure a refutation as 

possible.  But sometimes a composer is forced to accept an obvious 

refutation simply because the move is inherent in the position.  A try 

which introduces new play different from that found after the key should 

not be dismissed merely because it is obviously refuted.  That try may 

well be an integral part of the composer’s idea - half the problem, even.  

The solution to a direct-mate problem is not just White’s first move, but 

that and the variations it introduces, together with set play and any tries 

the position may contain and the play which they, in turn, introduce.  The 

composer hopes that you will see his try or tries first and not discover his 

key until later, but this may not always be the case.”  (Chess Wizardry, pp 

268-9.) 

The matter could hardly be put more clearly and comprehensively, and we see that 

some of the demands made by the modern composer on the solver are the exact 

opposite of traditional demands.  The modern composer may require the solver to  
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look for moves to which there is a set reply;  the classical solver looks for moves 

for which there isn’t.  The modern composer may require the solver to look for 

tries;  the classical solver uses his skill to avoid them.  The modern composer may 

require the solver to ignore an obvious refutation of a try and to examine the play 

which would occur if Black played some other move;  the classical solver would 

not dream of doing any such thing.  It is a completely different world. 

This particular passage was written after Chandler’s death, but similar things 

were written during his lifetime and his response can be summed up in five words:  

“The solvers won’t have it.”  Experience has shown that some of the solvers will 

have it, at least in specialist problem magazines, though editors have found it 

prudent to write “set play” or “tries” with the stipulation to show that something 

other than the classical solving process is required;  some go so far as to specify 

the precise number of tries for which the solver must look.  What will happen in 

the future is anyone’s guess.  Perhaps the “modern” style of problem will become 

accepted by the wider world of chess enthusiasts, as its protagonists hope and 

believe;  perhaps, as has happened in music and the visual arts, the wider world 

will continue to attach importance to the traditional criteria that modern 

practitioners have rejected, and each party will become ever more despairing about 

the obstinacy of the other.  We shall see. 

 

Chandler on his own work 

 

Chandler made few technical comments on his work, and those that exist do little 

beyond drawing attention to duals after moves which don’t defeat the threat         

(a curious obsession which was a feature of traditional English criticism until the 

1970s) and pointing out palpable absurdities in judicial remarks.  For example,    

in respect of his January 1918 “Good Companions” prizewinner with Comins 

Mansfield (40 in Barry Barnes’s Complete Mansfield), he highlights two non-

defensive dual-permitting moves while saying nothing about an unprovided Black 

move which creates two flights and points directly towards the key. 

In particular, he normally says nothing at all about set play, and the only 

exception relates to a problem which received an honourable mention in the 1948 

Olympic Tourney on account of a completely accidental set mate that happened to 

be changed by the key.  This reticence persists even when most composers would 

think the set play worthy of at least passing mention.  Consider a problem which 

appeared in La Stratégie in 1909, in which we have wKa7, Qb2, Rd4/d6, bKe5, 

and bBg1.  The key is 1 Qb8, and the reply to the check 1...Bxd4+ is changed from 

the crude recapture Qxd4 to the cross-check Rb6.  Not many composers would let 

this pass without comment, but Chandler does. 

Less surprising is his omission of any reference to formal relationships 

between moves.  He took absolutely no interest in these (“worthless relationships” 

was his phrase in a letter to me when I had the temerity to write in mild defence of 

one of the more controversial examples of the genre) and neither did anyone else 

when he started composing.  One of his very early problems (Hobbies, 1907) had   
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bKe4, wRf5 tied to the defence of f3, bB able to move to f3, and wB able to move 

to f5.  The key was Rf7, so that if Black played ...Bf3 White could mate by Bf5;  

but if White played Rf2 threatening Bf5 at once, the refutation was ...Bf3.        

This would now be highlighted as an example of the formal “Dombrovskis” effect 

(a move which refutes a try permits in the actual solution the mate which was 

threatened in the try), which is quite highly prized.  In 1907, it was merely an 

automatic and incidental effect of the self-block and interference mechanism, and 

nobody would have thought it worthy of comment. 

Again, seven of his threemovers feature variations in which the same second 

and third White moves occur but the order in which they are made is reversed.    

No comment is made.  This is actually quite a common feature of the more 

mechanical kind of Bohemian problem, and tends to be a bad feature rather than a 

good one because it involves a lack of variety in the play;  a composer who 

actually wants it can get it very simply by building a mating net over twelve 

squares instead of nine.  For what it is worth, only two of these seven problems 

were shortlisted for this selection, and only one was eventually chosen. 

 

The problems 

 

The problems follow six to a page, problems on the left and solutions on the right.  

There are only thirty of them, and if you want to solve, as I hope most readers will 

find the time to do, please turn the pages carefully so as not to see the answer too 

soon.  Chandler’s work was always good to solve, and these problems will reward 

any time and effort spent on them.  

The selection has been unashamedly personal.  Not all his honoured problems 

- indeed, not all his first prizewinners - are here;  sometimes because he continued 

to work on a theme and produced a later version which was superior, sometimes 

because the problem, despite its prize, does not strike me as particularly 

interesting.  In the latter category comes his second prizewinner in the 1919 

Victory Tournament;  it may have been one of the two problems which he used    

to illustrate his own work in the special issue of The Problemist that was produced 

to mark the jubilee of the BCPS, but with every respect both to him and to the 

tourney judges I do not consider it a particularly good Bohemian problem.      

None of the joint compositions is here, mainly because they do not appear 

particularly characteristic of his work, but the compositions with Comins 

Mansfield are of course to be found in Barry Barnes’s Complete Mansfield.      

And in respect of the theme of “a nondescript knight move and several attempted 

corrections” which inspired him on many occasions, I have omitted the problem 

with the largest number of corrections, five of which one is crudely met, in favour 

of problems with fewer corrections each of which yields an interesting line. 

In short, I have chosen the problems which seem to me to have the most 

character;  and if any reader thinks I have not done justice, he may borrow the 

scrapbook from the library (we don’t normally lend out manuscripts, but a photo-

copy could be made available) and publish his own selection with my good will. 
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 BDWDWIWD qDWDbDWD 
 DWDp!WHW DWDWDQ0W 
 WDWDWDW0 WDpDPDWD 
 DW0PGW0W 4WDWDN0W 
 WgW)kDW4 rDRGWiPD 
 $WDWDWDr gWDPDWDp 
 bDW)WDPD WDWDWDWD 
 DnDWDnDW DWDBDK$W 
 

 1 - Mate in two 2 - Mate in two 

 
 

 WhWDW4WD WDWHWGbD 
 DPDWDq0W hWgWDnDW 
 WDPDR0WD W4rDWDW0 
 !WDWDWDW !W$WDWDK 
 KDWDWDBD W0WiWDWD 
 DWDWGWDW DWDpDP0W 
 W)PHW0WD RDWDWDWD 
 DWDWiWDn DWDWDNDW 
 

 3 - Mate in two 4 - Mate in two 

 
 

 WDWDWhWD rDWDrDWD 
 DWDW)N!W DWHBDWDW 
 nHRDP$BD nDW)WDWG 
 DWDWDWGW DW0WDRDW 
 WDpiWDWD N$n0kDWD 
 4W4WDPDW 0WDW0W0W 
 bDpDWDWD bDWDQDKD 
 DWIWDWDW 1WgWDWDW 
 

 5 - Mate in two 6 - Mate in two 
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1  (2nd Prize, Western Daily Mercury, 1909).  The set check 1...Rf4+ is met in 

good style by 2 Bf6, the other set check 1...Rf3+ more crudely by 2 gxf3.  

However, flight-creating moves such as 1...Bxa3 need attention, suggesting a 

threat which covers d3 as well as e4, and 1 Qe8, threatening 2 Qg6, is among the 

few moves to provide one.  It gives two more cross-check lines, 1...c4+ 2 d6 and 

1...cxd4+ 2 Bd6, while 1...Ne3 2 d3 and 1...Ng3 2 Re3 provide a further pair of 

neat mates.  It all makes a very attractive blend. 

2  (La Stratégie, 1909, version).  Black has no obviously strong move here, but 

several harmless moves are available to him.  So we need a threat, and 1 Ke1 

(threat 2 Rf1) makes one of the few which cannot immediately be defeated.  

Black’s checks can be met (1...Bb4+ 2 Bc3, 1...Re5+ 2 Be3), and the only other 

lines are 1...c5 2 Qc7 and the crude 1...Rxf5 2 Qxf5.  In the version in Chandler’s 

scrapbook, the Black bishop is on h5, which gives the threat rook something else 

to do (1...Bxg4 2 Rxg4) but allows the cook 1 gxh5.  The present version uses the 

rook only for the threat;  would Chandler have approved its publication?  I suspect 

that he might not, but the two cross-check lines seem to me to be worth the cost. 

3  (Pittsburg Leader Tourney, 1910).  The only plausible threat is along the 

bottom line, and 1 Kb5 threatens 2 Qa1 but gives Black three checks:  1...Qxb7+          

2 Bb6, 1...Qh5+ 2 Bg5, and 1...f1Q+ 2 Nc4.  The tourney judges described this as  

“a pleasing cross-checker with a spicy key”, but were sharply critical of the use of 

the Black rook and the knight at b8 just to prevent the dual-allowing move 1...Qf8.  

However, avoidance of duals even after non-defensive moves was characteristic of 

the English style of the time.  Nowadays we would omit the pawn on g7 as well. 

4  (1st Prize, Manchester Weekly Times, 1910).  The check 1...Rxc5+ and the 

flight-creating move 1...d2 are met by simple captures, and we have no real clue 

except the out-of-play men on the a-file.  Without that rook, we could mate at a1;  

does this suggest the splendid 1 Rh2?  The thematic defences bring a Black man to 

d6, obstructing the diagonal from f8 and tying the White queen to the defence of 

c5, but each obstructs Black as well:  1...Rd6 2 Rh4 (this is why only Rh2 will do 

for the key), 1...Bd6 2 Ne6, and 1...Nd6 2 Bg7.  A minor line is 1...Nb5 2 Qxb4. 

5  (Op de Hoogte, February 1913).  The moves freeing c3 can all be met, as 

we shall see, but 1...Nxg6 (freeing d3) needs attention and 1 Qh8 provides it 

(1...Nxg6 2 Qd8).  The threat is 2 Qh4, and now the Black rook comes into its 

own:  1...Rb3 2 Rxc4, 1...Rd3 2 Rf5, 1...Re3 2 Rf4, and 1...Rxf3 2 Rxf3.  

Another nice touch is 1...Nc5 2 Rd6.  It is not a typical work, but the matched rook 

moves 1...Rd3/Re3/Rxf3 2 Rf5/Rf4/Rxf3 have a definite appeal. 

6  (4th honourable mention, Brisbane Courier, 1918).  There is no prominent 

Black move to be met (the flight-creating 1...d3 allows 2 Qg4) but how can we 

create a threat?  A move of the rook on f5 might do it:  1 Rh5, taking over the 

guard of f5 and threatening 2 Bc6.  Every move of the Black knight on c4 defeats 

this threat (1...N-- 2 Bc6+ Bd5), but a nondescript move such as 1...Na5 allows     

2 Qc2 exploiting the pin of the pawn on d4, and three attempted correction moves 

also fail:  1...Nb2 2 Nc3 and 1...Nd2 2 Qxe3 exploiting the pin, and 1...Ne5 2 Bf5 

exploiting the self-block on e5.  This was a theme to which Chandler would return. 
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 WDWDWDWD WDNDWDWD 
 DpDWDW!K DWDWDWDW 
 q0WDWDWD WhPDpDWD 
 DW0WDpDW DWDWiWIW 
 RDWhWiWD RDWDBDWD 
 gWDWDB0p DW4WDWDW 
 WhW)WDPD p!WDbDWD 
 DWHWDRDW 1WhRDWDW 
 

 7 - Mate in two 8 - Mate in two 

 
 

 KDWDWDWD WDqgQDWD 
 0W0pDWDW DWDWDWDN 
 rDQDWDWD WDWGnDWD 
 1WgRDWDW DWDnDPDW 
 WHBDWDWH RDBDkDP$ 
 DpDWiP)W DW)pDpDW 
 WDW$b4pD WDW0WDWD 
 GWDWDWDW IWDNDbDW 
 

 9 - Mate in two 10 - Mate in two 

 
 

 WDnDW!WD WDWDNDWD 
 DW0WDWDr DWDRDWIW 
 WDWDWGPD W0WDWDBD 
 DWHWDW$W grDWiPDW 
 r$WhpiWD pDWDpDW$ 
 DWDWDWDp Dp4n0WDW 
 bDWDW)WD qDWDQDWD 
 gqDBDWHK GbDWDWDW 
 

 11 - Mate in two 12 - Mate in two 
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7  (The Observer, 17 June 1945).  Again there is no prominent Black move to 

be met, but the White queen is currently restrained by the need to guard both e5 

and g5, and sooner or later we are bound to try 1 Kh6 which takes over the guard 

of g5 and threatens 2 Qc7.  It exposes the king to check, 1...b5+, but this check 

obstructs the diagonal a6-f1 and allows mate by 2 Bb6, and two other thematic 

lines also exploit obstruction of this diagonal:  1...Nc4 2 Nd3 and 1...Nd3 2 Ne2.  

If 1...c4 then 2 Qxd5. 

8  (The Observer, 1 February 1948).  This time, it will be the White queen’s 

turn to do the hard work.  Moves such as 1...Nxa4 create a flight square on e4, so it 

is natural to withdraw the White bishop so as to guard this square, and 1 Bf3 turns 

out to be the correct move.  It threatens 2 Re4, and we have 1...Nxa4 2 Qb8, 

1...Nc4 2 Qb5, 1...Qb1 2 Qxc3, 1...Nd3 (2 Re4? Kd5) 2 Qxe2, and 1...B-- 2 Qh2.  

The reason that the key bishop has to move to f3 is to shut off the Black rook in 

lines such as 1...Bxd1 2 Qh2. 

9  (Stratford Express, 25 August 1950).  The flight-creating moves 1...Rxf3 

and 1...Bxf3 can be met (1...Rxf3 2 Rxe2, 1...Bxf3 2 R5d3), but 1...Bd4 needs 

attention.  The key 1 Ra2 takes over the guard of d2 and so provides for it (1...Bd4 

2 Bxd4), and it also prevents 1...Qxa1 and threatens 2 Re5.  There are several 

defences to this, leading to varied play, but the star lines are the long-distance 

mates 1...Bb6 2 Qh6 and 1...d6 2 Qe8 exploiting the obstruction of the sixth rank. 

10  (The Observer, 1 October 1950).  The flight-creating move 1...f2 needs 

attention, and the key is 1 Ra5, abandoning the battery in order to threaten            

2 Bxd5.  Any move of the knight on d5 will defeat this threat, but a nondescript 

move such as 1...Nxc3 allows the discovery mate 2 g5 (the rook on a5 now 

guarding f5) and four attempted corrections also fail:  1...Ne3 2 Nf2, 1...Nf4          

2 Re5, 1...Nf6 2 Ng5, and 1...Ne7 (unpinning the knight on e6) 2 Nf6.  Two lines 

exploit self-blocks, the other two the obstruction of the diagonal from d8. 

11  (2nd Prize, The Problemist, March 1952).  Again the battery is a spoof, 

and the key is 1 Qd8, ready to takeover the guard of g5 in the threatened mate        

2 Be5.  Any move of the knight on d4 will defeat this by letting the bishop through 

from a1, but a nondescript move such as 1...Nb5 allows 2 Qd2, the pawn on e4 

now being pinned, and again there are four attempted corrections which fail:  

1...Nf5 2 Rg4, 1...Nf3 2 Ne2, 1...Nc2 2 Nd3, and 1...Nb3 2 Ne6.  An amusing 

subsidiary line is 1...Ne7 2 Qxc7. 

12  (The Glasgow Herald, 29 August 1952).  Another composition on the 

same theme.  The key 1 Nf6 threatens 2 Rxe4, which any move of the knight on 

d3 will defeat, but a nondescript move such as 1...Nc1 allows 2 Qxb5 and once 

more there are four attempted corrections which fail:  1...Nb2 (unpinning the rook 

on c3 but obstructing the second rank) 2 Qh2, 1...Nb4 2 Bxc3, 1...Nc5 2 Rd5, and 

1...Nf4 2 Ng4.  This was a version (and in my view an improvement) of a problem 

which was awarded 6th honourable mention in the Olympic Tourney of 1948.  

Particularly neat is the line 1...Nf4 2 Ng4, when the key knight, whose role 

appears merely to have been to guard e4 and set the mechanism in motion, 

suddenly finds itself giving a mate. 



14  A tribute to G. W. Chandler 

 

 WDWDWDWD KDWDWDWD 
 $W$p0QGp DWgQ0WDW 
 WDpiWDW0 p)rDrDpD 
 DpDWDW0W DWDR0n1W 
 W)WDpDbD WDkDWDWD 
 DWDW)WDW )pDpDNDb 
 BDWDWIWD WDWDnDWD 
 DWDWDWDW GWDNDWDW 
 

 13 - Mate in two 14 - Mate in two 

 
 

 WGWDWHbD WHrDWDng 
 DWDRDp)W DW0W0Phr 
 nDWDBiW0 W1WDkDPD 
 DWDWDWDp DWDRDW)W 
 W0WDWDW) p0WDpDWD 
 DPDWDWDW DWDWDWDW 
 WDPDWDQD BDWDW)WG 
 DWDWDWIW DKDW!WDb 
 

 15 - Mate in two 16 - Mate in two 

 
 

 WDnDWDWh WDWDNDKD 
 DWDpDW$K DWDrDPDW 
 WDWDkDpD WHWDp$WD 
 DpDRDpGW hW$PiWDW 
 p0W)W0WD q0WDW0ph 
 DWDWDWDQ DWDPDW4W 
 BDWDWDWD bDWDWGW! 
 DWDWDWDW DWDWDWDW 
 

 17 - Mate in two 18 - Mate in two 



Two-movers  15 

13  (The Problemist, January 1957).  Most of Chandler’s best problems were 

characterized by good keys, and in his later years he sometimes reverted quite 

unashamedly to the ancient style in which the key was the whole point of the 

problem.  Black has several harmless moves here and it is natural to look for a 

threat, but in fact the problem is a waiter;  the splendid key 1 Qh5 sets up the 

ambush 1...Bh3/Bf5 2 Qd1, and if Black plays 1...Be6 to counter this then 2 Qh2. 

14  (1st Prize, The Problemist, May 1957).  This is of heavier metal.  The 

flight-creating move 1...b3 needs attention, so the key 1 Ra5 (threat 2 Qd5) comes 

as no real surprise, but there is a richness in the play after Black’s various moves 

to d6:  1...Bd6 2 Qxe6, 1...Rcd6 2 Qa4, 1...Red6 2 Nxe5, and 1...Nd6 2 Qxc6.  

Another interference is exploited in the line 1...Nf4 2 Nd2, and two self-blocks 

round off the problem:  1...Nc3 2 Nb2 and 1...Rc5 2 Ra4. 

15  (Radio Times, 11 November 1958).  Chandler was never ashamed to put 

his name to simple introductory problems for the wider audience, and this, which 

was produced as an illustrative example for a radio programme, is perhaps the best 

of several “queen to the corner” problems which he made over the years.              

A routine survey of the position shows that the flight-creating move 1...Nxb8 

needs attention, so the key 1 Qa8 (1...N-- 2 Qa1) is soon found by an experienced 

solver, but it gives a flight on g7 and the line 1...Kxg7 2 Be5 is distinctly pleasant.  

If 1...fxe6 then the rook guards g7 and 2 Qf3 works.  A prominent Black move 

which must be answered is arguably a good feature at this introductory level, 

particularly if it provides a short cut to a striking key. 

16  (Busmen’s Chess Review, August 1971).  The flight-creating move 1...b3 

needs attention, so the key 1 Qc3, threatening 2 Qe5, is likely to be among the 

moves tried early despite its exposure of the White king to check, and the matter 

becomes a certainty once we realize that the capturing check 1...bxc3+ diverts the 

pawn and allows 2 Rb5.  The play of the knight at g7 leads to two interferences 

and a self-block, 1...Ne8 2 f8N, 1...Nh5 2 Qh3, and 1...Nf5 2 Rd6, and a further 

self-block line 1...Qd6 2 Re5 rounds off the problem.  Chandler had used the same 

key back in 1911, but I think this later problem the better of the two. 

17  (The Problemist, May 1972).  Chandler describes this in his scrapbook as 

“an attempt to sharpen the key of 16”, and it proved to be a highly successful 

attempt.  Again the flight-creating move 1...b3 needs attention, but 1 Qa3 (1...b3   

2 Re5) is hardly the most obvious way of dealing with it.  There is no threat, but 

the capture 1...bxa3 again diverts the pawn, this time allowing 2 Rdxd7, and other 

play includes the self-block lines 1...d6 2 Re5 and 1...Nf7 2 Rxg6.  Chandler set 

this up on a board at one of the first BCPS meetings I attended, and the spectacular 

key stuck in my mind.  There was to be a sequel, as we shall see. 

18  (2nd HM, BCF Tourney, 1973).  We have seen several problems based on 

the play of one Black knight;  here there are two.  The key 1 Bg1 threatens 2 Qb2, 

and we have three variations by the knight on the left, 1...Nb3 2 Nc4, 1...Nc4 2 d6, 

and 1...Nc6 2 Nxd7, and three more by that on the right, 1...Ng2 2 Qh5, 1...Nf3    

2 Qe2, and 1...Nf5 2 Rxe6.  Problems based on variations from the moves of two 

men are common enough, but it is unusual for the men to be quite so far apart. 



16  A tribute to G. W. Chandler 

 

 WDqDWDWD WDWgWDKD 
 DpDpDNDp DWDPiWDW 
 W4WDWGpD WDRDWDWD 
 DBDW$WDW 0pDWDBDW 
 rDWiNDQD WDWDWDWD 
 0WDWDWDK DWhWDWDp 
 nDPDp)WD WGQDWDWD 
 DWDWhWDW DWDnDWDW 
 

 19 - Mate in two 20 - Mate in two 

 
 

 nDQDWDWD bDWDWDWD 
 DKDW0WDW DW0pDWDW 
 WDWDBDpD WDWDWDW4 
 DNDWiWGW DW)WHW!W 
 WDWDpDnD WDBDkDWD 
 DpDWDWDq DWDWDWDp 
 WDWDWDW0 WDWDW)WD 
 DWDWDRgW DWIWDWDW 
 

 21 - Mate in two 22 - Mate in three 

 
 

 WGWDbDWD WDWDWIWD 
 DnDWDpIp DWDQDW0W 
 WDWDWDWD W0PDpDWD 
 HWiWDW)W 0RDW)WDP 
 pgPDWDQD WDWDk)pD 
 DR0WDPDW DWDWDW4W 
 WDWDW)WD WDP)W$nD 
 DWDnDBDr DWDWDWDW 
 

 23 - Mate in three 24 - Mate in three 



Two-movers, three-movers  17 

19  (Commended, The Problemist, January-March 1976).  The set check 

1...Qc3+ is met by 2 Ng3;  the key 1 Qf4 (threat 2 Qe3) preserves this and adds 

two more cross-checks (1...d6+ 2 Rf5, 1...d5+ 2 Re6), and another neat line is 

1...Rxb5 2 Rc5. 

20  (The Problemist, July 1978).  The flight-creating moves 1...Bc7/Bb6 need 

attention, which is perhaps the logical way of reaching the key 1 Qa4 (threat          

2 Qh4), and the star lines are 1...bxa4 2 Ba3 and 1...b4 2 Re6.  However, this was 

not how I solved the problem in practice.  It was used prior to publication in the 

solving contest held to choose the British team for the 1978 World Solving 

Championship, and when the demonstration boards were turned round I took one 

look at the position and thought, “This reminds me of 17, I wonder if it’s Qa4.”  

That was a flying start, and although I was quickly overtaken by John Nunn            

I managed to hold on to the second qualifying place.  One needs a bit of luck in a 

solving competition, and on that occasion I had it. 

21  (Gazette de Lausanne, 21 December 1979).  This was Chandler’s last 

published two-mover, and although competent rather than outstanding it was good 

work for what the editor called “a young man of ninety”.  It is natural to withdraw 

the White bishop from e6 so as to threaten 2 Qe6, and 1 Bf7 turns out to be the 

only move that does White no harm.  Any move of the knight on g4 will defeat 

this threat, but each damages Black in some way:  1...Nf2 2 Qc5, 1...Ne3 2 Qc3, 

1...Nf6 2 Bf4, and 1...Nh6 2 Qh8. 

22  (The Morning Post, 14 January 1907).  An excellent light-weight to start 

the three-movers.  The key 1 Be2 threatens 2 Bf3+ Kd4 3 Qe3 but gives a second 

flight, and if Black takes the new flight we have the elegant model mate 1...Kd5    

2 Nf7+ Kc6 3 Nd8 (2...Ke6 2 Nd8, 2...Kd4/Ke4 3 Qe5).  The other flight 1...Kd4 

gives the switchback line 2 Qe3+ Kd5 3 Bc4, and the only other defensive move, 

1...Rf6, denies f6 to the Black king and leads to echo mates 2 Qe3+ Kd5 3 Bc4  

(as after 1...Kd4) and 2...Kf5 3 Bd4.  This is unlikely to have been wholly original 

even in 1907, but it was good work for a 17-year-old.  Solvers liked it:  “Charming 

model mates” was a typical comment.  Chandler’s scrapbook contains a slightly 

different setting, but it is flawed and I have quoted the problem as published. 

23  (2nd Prize, Western Daily Mercury, 1910).  This is much more full-

blooded.  The key 1 Qe4 threatens the pin-model mate 2 Nxb7+ Kb6 3 c5;  

remarkably, the natural defence 1...Nxa5 leads to a very similar mate after 2 Qd5+ 

Kb6 3 c5.  It doesn’t seem to matter which side plays NxN!  Another fine  

variation is 1...axb3 2 Qd4+ Kxd4 3 Nxb3, and we also have 1...Rxf1 2 Qxb7, 

1...Kb6 2 Qxb7+, 1...Nd8 2 Qe7+, 1...Bc6 2 Qxc6+, and 1...Bb5 2 Qd5+. 

24  (Natal Mercury, 23 March 1918).  A White force of queen and two rooks 

is not usually a recipe for attractive play and the capture key 1 Rxa5 (threat           

2 Ra4+) is a pity, but the natural reply 1...bxa5 is elegantly met (2 d3+ Ke3          

3 Qa7) and there are two fine queen sacrifices in the lines 1...Kf5 2 Qxe6+ Kxe6  

3 f5 and 1...Nxf4 2 Qd4+ Kxd4 3 Rxf4.  Chandler had won 2nd Prize in the 

Haagsche Post in 1917 with an earlier setting of this idea, but this strikes me as 

the tidier version despite the capturing start. 



18  A tribute to G. W. Chandler 

 

 WDWHWDWD WDW!WDWH 
 hWDWDWDW DWDWDW0B 
 W0pDWDQD WDWDkDWD 
 DRhpDWDW DRDn4WDW 
 WDWDWiWD WDPDWDWD 
 DWDWDWDW 0W4pDWDP 
 W)WDKDWD qDWHP)WD 
 DWDWDNDW DWDWDWgK 
 

 25 - Mate in three 26 - Mate in three 

 
 

 WIWDWDWg WDnDWIWD 
 DWGW0WDn DW0pDW0W 
 bDkDWDWD WDW0WDWh 
 DWDWDWhW DW)WDWGW 
 WDWDpDW! pDWDpDWD 
 DNDW0WDB 0WDWHW!p 
 WDNDWDWD NDWiW)WD 
 DWDWDWDW DWDWgBDW 
 

 27 - Mate in three 28 - Mate in three 

 
 

 WDKDWDWD WDWDWHWD 
 DWDWDWDW Dr0WGpDW 
 WDkDWDWD RDWDWDpD 
 Dp)WDPDW DrDkDWDW 
 W0WGWDpD WDW0W)WD 
 DpDPHW0p hW$WDWDp 
 W!RDWDW0 bDWDWHWI 
 hnDWDWDW DWDQDWhW 
 

 29 - Mate in three 30 - Mate in three 



Three-movers  19 

25  (Natal Mercury, 22 February 1919).  This was the first of Chandler’s 

model-mate half-pin three-movers.  The key 1 Ne3 threatening 2 Nf7 is hardly in 

the first rank, but then we have the pleasant and completely natural thematic lines 

1...Na4/Nb3/Nd3/Ne6 2 Ne6+ (2 Nf7? N+) Ke5 3 Nc4 and 1...d4 2 Ng2+ Ke5       

3 Qe6.  There is a third model mate in the line 1...Nxb5 2 Ng2+ Ke5 3 Nxc6.       

If 1...Ke5 then 2 Nf7+. 

26  (Tidskrift för Schack, 1919).  Again the key is mundane, 1 f4 threatening    

2 Bg8+ Kf5 3 Qg5, but the thematic half-pin lines are of high quality:  1...Nxf4         

2 Bg8+ Kf5 3 e4 and 1...Rh5 (a lovely defence, covering the threatened mating 

square g5 from the far side) 2 Bg8+ Kf5 3 Qf8.  If 1...Qxd2 then 2 Rxd5 with       

a third model mate in the line 2...Rxd5 3 cxd5, and if 1...Rf5 then 2 Ne4 etc.  

There are not many half-pin three-movers with model mates, and these of 

Chandler’s are worthy additions to the stock.  Be it noted that in each of them 

(including the one I give in notation in my introduction) the Black king starts off 

the pin-line, an embellishment not possible in a two-move setting. 

27  (The Observer, 18 July 1954).  As we have seen, Chandler often favoured 

a newspaper with a later and improved version of a problem which had received a 

tourney award, and this was a development of a problem which had received an 

honourable mention in a BCF tourney.  The key 1 Qh5 threatens 2 Qe8+ Kd5        

3 Nxe3, and the main lines are 1 Nf6/Bd4 2 N(x)d4+ Kd5 3 Be6 with a pin-model 

mate, 1...Kb5 2 Qe2+ Kc6 3 Nb4, and 1...Nxh3 2 Nb4+ Kd7 3 Nc5.  If 1...Kd5 

then 2 Nxe3+ etc. 

28  (The Problemist, May 1979).  This is the first of Chandler’s last three 

three-movers.  Here, the key 1 Bd8 threatens 2 Qxg7 and 3 Qc3/Qd4, and the 

reason that the bishop has to bury itself on d8 is to create the star line 1...Na7/Ne7 

2 Qxd6+ cxd6 3 Ba5.  Other lines are 1...g5/g6 2 Bf6 and 1...N(h6)-- 2 Qg4.     

“We need a new word for keys like this, which are brilliant but obvious because of 

their brilliance,” wrote a solver. 

29  (Commended, The Problemist, July 1979).  The key 1 Rxh2 threatens       

2 Qg2+ hxg2 3 Rh6, and the natural reply 1...gxh2 diverts the pawn (shades of 17 

once more!) and permits 2 Qxa1 (threat 3 Qa6/Qa8) Na3 3 Qh1.  Other lines are 

1...Nc2 2 Qxb3 and 1...Nd2 2 Qxa1.  The combination in the main-play of line 

clearance, sacrifice, diversion of a Black pawn, and ambush is most unusual;       

“a brilliant stroke by the old man to finish his innings,” wrote Norman Macleod, 

perceptively if slightly prematurely.  The capture key is a distinct pity, but appears 

necessary to prevent a cook by 1 Qxb1 and 2 Qxa1. 

30  (The Problemist, January 1980).  This was indeed the finish, and it 

involved a riot of sacrifices.  The key 1 Rf6 threatens the first (2 Qh5+ gxh5          

3 Rf5), and others appear in the lines 1...Nc4 (tying the rook to the defence of c6)  

2 Qxd4+ Kxd4 3 Rd3 (exploiting the self-block on c4) and 1...Bb1 2 Qb3+.  

There remains the second move to c4, 1...Bc4, and now subtlety replaces violence:  

the reply is the quiet 2 Qg4, threatening 3 Qg5 and exploiting the fact that 2...Nc4 

is no longer possible.  Right to the end, Chandler understood the art of pleasing 

solvers. 



 

 

Seventeen years on 

 

Chandler died seventeen years ago.  What might he have thought had he still been 

alive today? 

He would have viewed the present state of the chess problem in Britain with 

little pleasure.  The main thrust of composition in The Problemist, as in chess 

problem magazines abroad, is currently devoted to helpmates and fairy chess    

(the helpmate column now attracts more solvers than the direct mates), and many 

of the direct mates continue to be in the “modern” style to which he was so hostile.  

If this were in addition to a healthy activity in the traditional field, he might have 

regarded it with a measure of resigned acceptance, but unfortunately it isn’t.        

In particular, the level of British three-move composition, classical, strategic, and 

even “modern”, has sunk to a point at which the trustees of the Brian Harley 

Award felt unable to make a three-move award at all for the period 1988-90       

(an option which the trust deed does not appear to give them, though I am not 

aware that anyone complained) and this is sad indeed. 

He would also have regretted the lack of attention now given to the work of 

his favourite composers.  In 1952, in a lecture to the BCPS on “Depth and beauty 

in the three-mover”, he could say that “our own British composers are only 

represented by three positions, because their best work, and in particular that of 

Heathcote, has been so freely reproduced as to be very familiar to readers in this 

country.”  It would certainly not be familiar now.  It is of course in the nature of 

creative man for each succeeding generation to think that it has discovered 

everything worth knowing, and to give practical effect to this belief by largely or 

completely ignoring the work of its immediate predecessors;  the problem 

composers of earlier generations were not noticeably more generous to their own 

predecessors, and I have no doubt that our own successors will be no more 

generous to us.  Two or three generations have to pass before the work of a 

composer or school can be seen in proper perspective. 

This neglect will not persist, of course.  Composers as good as Godfrey 

Heathcote will not be overlooked indefinitely.  Chandler himself produced a 

booklet in tribute to the work of P. F. Blake (a composer whose problems   

Michael McDowell has also been investigating, I believe in much greater detail), 

and activities of this kind can be expected to increase.  The chess problem is a 

finite field, and the day will come when most of what is worth discovering will 

have been discovered;  but there will always be new generations of enthusiasts to 

be shown its beauties, and the duty of entertaining them will increasingly lie with 

the editor and the scholar rather than with the composer.  At this point, the work of 

previous generations will come back into its own, and the best of it will be found 

to give just as much pleasure as it did in its heyday.  I hope this booklet has made a 

small contribution towards that end. 



 

 

 

 

Guy Wills Chandler (1889-1980) was a leading figure in British problem chess for 

more than half a century.  His compositions, although not prolific, were always 

polished and entertaining, he was a staunch defender of traditional artistic values, 

and the burden of administrative work which he undertook was legendary.        

This tribute outlines his problem career, examines his critical standpoint, and 

presents a selection of his best problems. 

 


